Meet Your Neighbor, White Power Organizer Casey Cooper

Meet Casey Jordan Cooper, your neighbor at 141 Grape Street NE, Apt. 3 and a militant racist organizer. Cooper circulates white power propaganda, helps put together far-Right gatherings, and harasses people who he considers as enemies.

Last year, Cooper made death threats to a Black community activist in Atlanta, sending his target a picture of a noose and stating “You hang.” Cooper has made many internet posts about his hatred of “n*****rs,” “f*****ts,” and “k**es,” and has circulated pro-Nazi imagery.

Casey Cooper boasted of placing racist propaganda on Atlanta streets and campuses, such as hitting Georgia State University and Georgia Tech with white power materials. (To give one example: a “Why White Women Shouldn’t Date Black Men” flyer.)

On September 10, 2016 Cooper visited Stone Mountain Park with his organized crew of white nationalists. The group was recorded abusing another park visitor with sexist and anti-Jewish remarks.

As a local “Alt-Right” leader, Cooper assisted with the Atlanta Forum, a white power conference that took place in Marietta this January.

Visit the website of Atlanta Antifascists for more documentation on Cooper’s activities. Spread the word to others in the neighborhood. Keep each other safe.